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Description 2024 Keystone RV Fuzion 430, Keystone RV Fuzion toy hauler 430 highlights: Two
Full Bathrooms L-Shaped Sofa Loft w/Bunk Mat Residential King Bed Exterior
Utility Storage Dual Entry Doors It's a clean decision to take this toy hauler on your
next adventure with two full bathrooms! Everyone will have a comfortable place
to lay their head at night between the Fuzion king bed in the front private bedroom
and in the 13' garage area there are dual opposing sofas with a queen bed above
them and a loft with a bunk mat. The chef can prepare their best meals in the
kitchen with the three burner cooktop and if you chose the to add the optional
dinette slide in place of the sofa then you can enjoy your meals there and play a
card game afterwards. The L-shaped sofa and two-person sofa offer a
comfortable place to watch your favorite movies on the LED TV with fireplace
below. There is plenty of storage throughout the inside between the front master
closet and overhead cabinets, as well as the exterior with the rear Fuzion utility
storage and the front Fuzion Stor/Mor box! Get your adrenaline pumping with any
one of these Keystone RV Fuzion fifth wheel toy haulers! The frame welded,
Adjust-A-Trac tie-downs have 38 points to fully secure your toys as you travel, and
the extended garage lengths have outside storage so you can haul bigger toys. A
fully enclosed fuel pump station is integrated with the iN-Command Generation 3
control system with Global Connect. The equalizer six-point hydraulic leveling
system makes setting up a breeze. And the exclusive Omni-Chill technology
offers high-efficiency air conditioning and maximum cooling. The interior
provides fiberglass backed linoleum flooring, extra-tall slide height, solid wood
cabinet and drawer frames, and extra tall ceilings with crown molding to mention
a few luxuries. Some of the new features included are the automotive painted
front cap with exterior lighting, the combined pass-through and front storage to
allow easier access, new modern Charcoal and Stone decor options, and more!
DISCOUNT; EXTERIOR-FULL BODY PAINT WHITE; EXTREME EXTERIOR; INTENSE
INTERIOR; KING BED MASTER SUITE; MONSTER PACKAGE; RAMP DOOR PATIO
PKG W/STEP; RVIA SEAL; SALES ALLOWANCE; SLIDING REAR PATIO DOOR;
SOLAR FLEX DISCOVER; TPMS SENSORS W/DISPLAY
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: KFF2406
VIN Number: 38296-KFF2406
Condition: New
Length: 44
GVW: 20000
Sleeps: 8
Slideouts: 3
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